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Cautionary and supporting statements

This presentation has been prepared by Rio Tinto plc and Rio Tinto Limited (together with their subsidiaries, “Rio Tinto”). By accessing/attending this presentation you acknowledge that you have read and understood the following statement.

Forward-looking statements

This presentation includes “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. All statements other than statements of historical facts included in this report, including, without limitation, those regarding Rio Tinto’s financial position, business strategy, plans and objectives of management for future operations (including development plans and objectives relating to Rio Tinto’s products, production forecasts and reserve and resource positions), are forward-looking statements. The words “intend”, “aim”, “project”, “anticipate”, “estimate”, “plan”, “believes”, “expects”, “may”, “should”, “will”, “target”, “set to” or similar expressions, commonly identify such forward-looking statements.

Such forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of Rio Tinto, or industry results, to be materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. Such forward-looking statements are based on numerous assumptions regarding Rio Tinto’s present and future business strategies and the environment in which Rio Tinto will operate in the future. Among the important factors that could cause Rio Tinto’s actual results, performance or achievements to differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to: an inability to live up to Rio Tinto’s values and any resultant damage to its reputation; the impacts of geopolitics on trade and investment; the impacts of climate change and the transition to a low-carbon future; an inability to successfully execute and/or realise value from acquisitions and divestments; the level of new ore resources, including the results of exploration programmes and/or acquisitions; disruption to strategic partnerships that play a material role in delivering growth, production, cash or market positioning; damage to Rio Tinto’s relationships with communities and governments; an inability to attract and retain requisite skilled people; declines in commodity prices and adverse exchange rate movements; an inability to raise sufficient funds for capital investment; inadequate estimates of ore resources and reserves; delays or overruns of large and complex projects; changes in tax regulation; safety incidents or major hazard events; cyber breaches; physical impacts from climate change; the impacts of water scarcity; natural disasters; an inability to successfully manage the closure, reclamation and rehabilitation of sites; the impacts of civil unrest; the impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic; breaches of Rio Tinto’s policies, standards and procedures, laws or regulations; trade tensions between the world’s major economies; increasing societal and investor expectations, in particular with regard to environmental, social and governance considerations; the impacts of technological advancements; and such other risks identified in Rio Tinto’s most recent Annual Report and accounts in Australia and the United Kingdom and the most recent Annual Report on Form 20-F filed with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) or Form 6-Ks furnished to, or filed with, the SEC. Forward-looking statements should, therefore, be construed in light of such risk factors and undue reliance should not be placed on forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of this report. Rio Tinto expressly disclaims any obligation or undertaking (except as required by applicable law, the UK Listing Rules, the Disclosure Guidance and Transparency Rules of the Financial Conduct Authority and the Listing Rules of the Australian Securities Exchange) to release publicly any updates or revisions to any forward-looking statement contained herein to reflect any change in Rio Tinto’s expectations with regard thereto or any change in events, conditions or circumstances on which any such statement is based.

Nothing in this presentation should be interpreted to mean that future earnings per share of Rio Tinto plc or Rio Tinto Limited will necessarily match or exceed its historical published earnings per share.

Disclaimer

Neither this presentation, nor the question-and-answer session, nor any part thereof, may be recorded, transcribed, distributed, published or reproduced in any form, except as permitted by Rio Tinto. By accessing / attending this presentation, you agree with the foregoing, and, upon request, you will promptly return any records or transcripts at the presentation without retaining any copies.

This presentation contains a number of non-IFRS financial measures. Rio Tinto management considers these to be key financial performance indicators of the business and they are defined and/or reconciled in Rio Tinto’s annual results press release, Annual Report and accounts in Australia and the United Kingdom and/or the most recent Annual Report on Form 20-F filed with the SEC or Form 6-Ks furnished to, or filed with, the SEC.

Reference to consensus figures are not based on Rio Tinto’s own opinions, estimates or forecasts and are compiled and published without comment from, or endorsement or verification by, Rio Tinto. The consensus figures do not necessarily reflect guidance provided from time to time by Rio Tinto where given in relation to equivalent metrics, which to the extent available can be found on the Rio Tinto website.

By referencing consensus figures, Rio Tinto does not imply that it endorses, confirms or expresses a view on the consensus figures. The consensus figures are provided for informational purposes only and are not intended to, nor do they, constitute investment advice or any solicitation to buy, hold or sell securities or other financial instruments. No warranty or representation, either express or implied, is made by Rio Tinto or its affiliates, or their respective directors, officers and employees, in relation to the accuracy, completeness or achievability of the consensus figures and, to the fullest extent permitted by law, no responsibility or liability is accepted by any of those persons in respect of those matters. Rio Tinto assumes no obligation to update, revise or supplement the consensus figures to reflect circumstances existing after the date hereof.
About Rio Tinto

• Rio Tinto is a global mining and metals company. Our purpose is to find better ways to provide the materials the world needs.

• Founded 150 years ago in 1873 when a group of investors bought the Rio Tinto mines in Spain.

• Product Groups: Iron Ore, Bauxite, Alumina, Aluminium, Copper, Minerals (includes Borates, Salt, Molybdenum, Titanium, Lithium and Diamonds).

• Statistics:
  - 52,000 Employees (2022)
  - 35 Countries
  - 20,000 Suppliers
  - 2,000 Customers
  - $55.55 Billion (USD) Revenue (2022)
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Reliable and repeatable project delivery success

Challenges

• Custom-made designs for each project, steered and held by EPCMs – limited data/design re-use
• Data & information is fragmented, often manually processed and not easily reusable across the portfolio
• Consistent cost, schedule & quality challenges post contract award
• Path of construction and commissioning not consistently used to steer engineering activities
• Engineering contract environment based on ‘consuming hours’

Solution

• Leveraging enhanced data management and digital innovation
• A single Rio Tinto ‘preferred’ platform based on the AVEVA suite of engineering and design software
• A single Rio Tinto controlled and hosted project delivery environment
• An Engineering Systems and Data Management (ESDM) platform supported by in-house specialist digital engineering capability

Benefits

• Cost and schedule reduction / certainty for major projects:
  o reduced project set up, configuration utilising common systems & administration
  o automated rules-based design based on Rio Tinto Standards
  o re-use of standard designs & designed assemblies from catalog
  o increased control over project specifications, catalogs & standards - single source of truth
  o minimal duplication of data
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Digital delivery implementation details

Reframing how we define, engineer, deliver and handover projects to ‘engineer for value’

**ASSET INFORMATION REQUIREMENT SPECS.**
The Foundations for Digital Delivery through Consistent Metadata & Handover Standards
- fully defined requirements for the format and content of the digital project handover
- fully defined class library requirements & tagging specs.
- engineering key list requirements
- fully defined requirements for engineering & design systems

**ASSET DATA MANAGEMENT**
A Common Data Environment to provide access to Engineering & Asset Data for all Stakeholders
- compliance & validation against the class library requirements
- integrating information from various repositories including engineering systems, the DMS and SharePoint.
- finds & reports inconsistencies
- deploy AWP execution methodology

**ENGINEERING & DESIGN**
A fully configured Project Delivery Platform based on a preferred set of Engineering & Design Tools
- a fully defined/preferred platform for all design tools - ‘What Good Looks Like’
- a fully configured & integrated tool set
- built on the corporate class library & tagging standards
- options open for ESPs to use their own authoring tools (with conversion to Rio Tinto systems prior to handover)

**HOSTED PLATFORM**
Maximise the benefits of Digital Delivery via Mandated Design Tools in a Hosted Environment
- fully defined & mandated platform for all engineering & design tools
- Rio Tinto controlled & managed project delivery environment
- ESPs must use this environment for project delivery – no handover req’d.
- optimal AWP execution methodology (full access to all potential DD benefits)
Digital delivery implementation details

Reframing how we define, engineer, deliver and handover projects to ‘engineer for value’

**ASSET INFORMATION REQUIREMENT SPECS.**
The Foundations for Digital Delivery through Consistent Metadata & Handover Standards
- fully defined requirements for project handover
- issued for use & available in PM+
- included in all contracts Schedule N and Specs List

**ASSET DATA MANAGEMENT**
- Asset Portal
- Asset Class Library
- AVEVA AIM (formerly AVEVA Net)
- AVEVA ISM for Standards & Compliance Management

**ENGINEERING & DESIGN**
- Engineering Authoring Tools
- AVEVA E3D
- AVEVA Diagrams
- AVEVA E&I
- AVEVA Engineering
- AVEVA ERM

**HOSTED PLATFORM**
- Cloud based AVEVA Platform for ESPs to use.

© 2023 AVEVA Group plc and its subsidiaries. All rights reserved.
© 2023 Rio Tinto All Rights Reserved
Maximising Design Re-Use & Automated Design

Reuse a complete Primary Crushing Building design from a previous project

Parametric Utilities for Conveyor Trusses & Trestles

Low Level Conveyor Modules as Designed Assemblies

Primary Crushing Indirect-fed including ROM bin, static grizzly, apron feeder, vibrating grizzly feeder and C200 jaw crusher. (25MTPA)

Discharge 1500mm wide, 226m long primary crushing discharge conveyor and transfer station

Overland 1500mm wide, 7.9km long overland conveyor with four horizontal curves. Belt speed = 4.2m/s. 3x 1.1MW drives.

Surge Bin 740t surge bin facility, feeding onto a single existing plant conveyor, includes one fixed apron feeder.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Crushing</td>
<td>Indirect-fed including ROM bin, static grizzly, apron feeder, vibrating grizzly feeder and C200 jaw crusher. (25MTPA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge Conveyor</td>
<td>1500mm wide, 226m long primary crushing discharge conveyor and transfer station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overland Conveyor</td>
<td>1500mm wide, 7.9km long overland conveyor with four horizontal curves. Belt speed = 4.2m/s. 3x 1.1MW drives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surge Bin</td>
<td>740t surge bin facility, feeding onto a single existing plant conveyor, includes one fixed apron feeder.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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MODELLING CONVEYORS IN RIO TINTO'S AVEVA E3D
Typical Conveyor Trusses
Parametric Utility for Conveyor Design
Paul Rushton
Manager – Digital Delivery

Rio Tinto
Paul.Rushton@riotinto.com
Questions?
Please wait for the microphone.
State your name and company.

Please remember to...
Navigate to this session in the mobile app to complete the survey.

Thank you!
This presentation may include predictions, estimates, intentions, beliefs and other statements that are or may be construed as being forward-looking. While these forward-looking statements represent our current judgment on what the future holds, they are subject to risks and uncertainties that could result in actual outcomes differing materially from those projected in these statements. No statement contained herein constitutes a commitment by AVEVA to perform any particular action or to deliver any particular product or product features. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, which reflect our opinions only as of the date of this presentation.

The Company shall not be obliged to disclose any revision to these forward-looking statements to reflect events or circumstances occurring after the date on which they are made or to reflect the occurrence of future events.
ABOUT AVEVA

AVEVA is a world leader in industrial software, providing engineering and operational solutions across multiple industries, including oil and gas, chemical, pharmaceutical, power and utilities, marine, renewables, and food and beverage. Our agnostic and open architecture helps organizations design, build, operate, maintain and optimize the complete lifecycle of complex industrial assets, from production plants and offshore platforms to manufactured consumer goods.

Over 20,000 enterprises in over 100 countries rely on AVEVA to help them deliver life’s essentials: safe and reliable energy, food, medicines, infrastructure and more. By connecting people with trusted information and AI-enriched insights, AVEVA enables teams to engineer efficiently and optimize operations, driving growth and sustainability.

Named as one of the world’s most innovative companies, AVEVA supports customers with open solutions and the expertise of more than 6,400 employees, 5,000 partners and 5,700 certified developers. The company is headquartered in Cambridge, UK.

Learn more at www.aveva.com